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Reinforcement couplers 
 
Reinforcement couplers are used for extending rebars with full tension resistance. 
The ends of bars to be joined are provided with threads, and the bars are joined 
using a coupler sleeve that transfers the force on the rebar across the connection. 
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Revision C – 31 January 2020 
Instructions for using reinforcement couplers have been completely rewritten.  
Reinforcement coupler selection expanded to include the T40 rebar. 
New anchoring bolts and foundation bolts added to the selection. 
New tension bar product published.  
Coupler products also designed for accidental limit state forces. 
Resistance values for reinforcement coupler calculated according to standard SFS-EN 1992-1. 
Design of reinforcement coupler’s application products conducted according to EN 1992-4. 
Resistance values for tension bar products calculated according to standard SFS-EN 1993-1-8. 
Product approval of reinforcement coupler and anchoring bolts is a verification certificate. 
Product approval of tension bar products is CE marking according to EN 1090-1. 
Reinforcement coupler tested and production monitored by independent inspection body. 
The design software for the reinforcement couplers application products is ACOLUMN 4.0 for concrete column joints and 
ASTEEL 2.0 for steel column joints. 

 
This user manual only applies to designing and using the Anstar Oy products included in this document. 
The manual or parts of it cannot be adapted or applied to designing other manufacturers’ products or 
manufacturing or using their concrete elements in reinforcement couplers and anchoring bolt applications. 
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1 REINFORCEMENT COUPLER  
 

Reinforcement couplers are used to reinforce the cast-in-situ and element structures of 
buildings, where the idea is to replace the normal lap joint of the rebar with a coupler that 
transfers force from the rebar. The coupler is used for strongly reinforced structures where 
there is no room for lap joints on the bar.  For designing the joints of the reinforcement 
coupler’s application products, the software  ACOLUMN is available for the moment rigid joints 
of the beam. The software for designing the anchoring bolts and foundation bolts is ASTEEL.  
Figure 1 presents the structural options of reinforcement coupler products. 

 
Figure 1. Reinforcement coupler and anchoring bolt products  

2 APPLICATIONS  

2.1 Main reinforcement in element and cast-in-situ structures 
 
The reinforcement coupler is used as the main reinforcement of heavy-duty element and cast-
in-situ structures as a replacement for a normal lap joint. The coupler has been designed for 
the tensile resistance of rebar. A structure designed with traditional reinforcement can be 
changed to utilise a reinforcement coupler of the same bar size on site. The coupler serves as 
a replacement solution for lap-jointed main reinforcements of slabs, beams and columns.  
The structure of the reinforcement coupler and the relevant products are presented in Section 
2.6. 

 
Figure 2. Reinforcement coupler in a concrete column, principle drawing 
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2.2 Anchoring bolts in cast-in-situ and element structures 
 
The reinforcement coupler applications are used for construction joints and casting seams of 
demanding and special structures where no normal spliced bars are led through the 
construction joint.  
The structure of the anchoring bolts and the relevant products are presented in Section 2.7. 

1. Applications - The splice bars of element structures are done with reinforcement coupler 
applications, which reduces the transport size of the element.  

- Anchoring bolts are suitable for the cast-in-situ construction joint structures of 
slabs, beams and columns as well as other special structures.  

- Anchoring bolts are also used for other applications that require a threaded 
sleeve for fastening the connected structure. 

2. Structure - An anchoring bolt with a coupler sleeve and protective plug is placed in the 
structure that is cast first.  

- The coupler bar in the next structure is connected to the coupler sleeve.  

3. Identification 
and 
protection 

- The standard delivery for the anchoring bolt sleeve features a plastic shield, 
which can be used to identify the size of the coupler and for protection during 
casting where necessary.  

 

 
Figure 3. Anchoring bolts in the construction joint and column coupler, principle drawing.  

2.3 Anchoring bolts in a moment rigid beam-to-column connection 
 
The moment rigid beam-to-column connections in element structure frames are implemented 
with reinforcement coupler applications. The forces on the top surface of the beam are 
transferred to the column’s anchoring bolts through the reinforcement coupler. The coupler is 
either bent into the column as an anchoring bolt or it passes through the column as a 
continuous frame. More information on the moment joint application can be found in the beam 
shoe user manual. The structure of the moment joint anchoring bolts and the relevant products 
are presented in Section 2.7.  

 
Figure 4. Anchoring bolts in a moment rigid beam-to-column connection 
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2.4 Foundation bolts in machinery and equipment foundations 
 
There is a foundation bolt application of the reinforcement coupler, which is used to fasten 
machines and equipment to cast-in-situ foundations.  

1. Applications - Bolts are used to fasten machines and equipment to the foundation.  
- Foundation bolts are used to fasten light secondary steel structures to 

cast-in-situ concrete and element structures.   
- The more detailed use of the bolts is described in 5.2.4. 

2. Design 
standards 

- The foundation bolts have been designed based on the European 
standards EN1992-1-8 and EN1992-4. 

3. Adjustability - The foundation bolts feature a detachable threaded section which can be 
protected for the duration of construction.  

- The length of the threaded section is specified by order. 

4. Durability of the 
threaded 
section 

- The threaded section to be cast in concrete can be untreated steel. 
- The material for the threaded sections is selected depending on the 

corrosion conditions. 

5. Foundation 
design 

- The foundation bolts for the equipment foundation are designed with the 
ASTEEL design software. 

6. Heavy-duty 
foundation bolts 

- Heavy-duty foundation bolts are presented in the user manual. 
Foundation bolts and ASTEEL user manual. 

 
Figure 5. Machine and equipment foundation bolts, principle drawing 

2.5 Tension bars 

 
A tension bar product has been made of the reinforcement coupler, which is used as a tension 
bar in the primary or secondary structures.  Products are presented in Section 2.8.  

1. Applications - The tension bar is used for the diagonal bracing of the walls of steel frames. 
- The tension bar is used for the horizontal bracing of a light steel frame roof 

and can also serve as a tension flange in load-bearing roof structures.  
- The tension bar is suitable for suspending access and maintenance platforms 

from steel structures. 
- The tension bar is suitable for suspending canopies in outdoor use.  
- The resistance values are designed according to SFS-EN 1993-1-8. 
- The product approval is CE marking according to EN 1090-1. 

2. Adjustability - The length of the tension bar is determined by order. 
- The threaded section of the tension bar has sufficient adjustment tolerance 

for the tensioning and adjustment of the bar length during installation. 

3. Surface 
treatment 

- The standard surface treatment is painting. 
- The mounting components of the bars are hot-dip galvanised. 
- By special order, bars made of austenitic material can be delivered. 

 
Figure 6. Use of a tension bar in a steel frame, principle drawing  
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2.6 Reinforcement coupler 
 
Reinforcement couplers are used for extending rebars in concrete reinforcement. The jointing 
line is formed by the start bar R, spacer J and end bar L. In a jointing line of two bars, the 
spacer J is left out. The coupler sleeve is locked to the bar at the machine shop. The couplers 
are supplied with a plastic shield for the threaded sleeve. The colour of the sleeve can be used 
to identify the coupler. Without the sleeve, the bar can be identified by the painted colour code 
on the end of the thread.  
 
The bar line comprises three sections: 

1. Start bar ARJ-R - The left end is a straight bar with a sufficient lap length for the bar.  
- The right end features a thread and coupler sleeve for the next bar. 

2. Intermediate 
bar ARJ-J 

- The spacer is positioned at the centre of the bar line. 
- The left end is a thread, and the right end features a thread and coupler 

sleeve. 
- This bar is used to extend a long bar line. 

3. End bar ARJ-L - The left end of the bar features a thread connecting to the previous bar’s 
sleeve.  

- The right end is a straight bar with a sufficient lap length for the bar.  

 
Figure 7. Structure of the reinforcement coupler 

 
Table 1. Reinforcement coupler dimensions 

Sections of the reinforcement  Colour L1 T M As B1 B2 2 
coupler code mm mm mm mm2 mm mm mm 

ARJ16R-L2, ARJ16J-L3, ARJ16L-L1 Yellow 1200 16 M20 245 25 50 28 

ARJ20R-L2, ARJ20J-L3, ARJ20L-L1 Blue 1500 20 M24 353 30 60 35 

ARJ25R-L2, ARJ25J-L3, ARJ25L-L1 Black 1700 25 M30 561 35 70 40 

ARJ32R-L2, ARJ32J-L3, ARJ32L-L1 Grey 2400 32 M39 976 45 90 55 

ARJ40R-L2, ARJ40J-L3, ARJ40L-L1 Violet 3500 40 M48 1473 55 110 70  
Legend: L1  =  Order length of end section. (Table features standard inventory length L1.) 
  L2, L3 = Order length of start and intermediate section up to the sleeve end. 
  T  =  Rebar size 
  M, As =  Thread size and stress area 
  B1 = Bar thread length and sleeve thread connection length. 

  B2, 2 = Sleeve length and diameter  
  The colour code is in the protective plug or painted on the end of the thread.  

 
Order markings for the coupler: 
ARJ-R-L2 The bar length L2 must be mentioned in the order. Example: ARJ25R-5800 

ARJ-J-L3 The bar length L3 must be mentioned in the order. Example: ARJ32J-7500 

ARJ-L-L1 The bar length L1 must be mentioned in the order. Example: ARJ32L-10500. 
In the table L1 = standard inventory length of product ARJ-L1 Other products by order. 

Surface treatment of coupler:   
ARJ-R, -J, -L Threaded bar and sleeve, no surface treatment Standard delivery 

TS models and AutoCAD blocks for the reinforcement coupler: www.anstar.fi 
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2.7 Anchoring bolts 
 

The reinforcement coupler’s application products (anchoring bolts) are used in concrete 
element structures to anchor structures connecting to the element surface. The couplers are 
supplied with a plastic shield for the threaded sleeve. The colour of the sleeve can be used to 
identify the coupler. Without the sleeve, the bar can be identified by the painted colour code at 
the end of the sleeve. The plastic shield is used as protection during casting. A detachable 
threaded section ARJ-K is ordered separately for anchoring bolts; dimensions in Table 3. 
 
Anchoring bolt applications: 

1. Spacer  
ARJ-A-L4 

- A spacer is led through the element structure. 
- The force of the rebar is transferred through the concrete 

structure.  

2. Bent anchoring bolt 
ARJ-R-L2-D 

- A bent anchoring bolt is placed in a narrow structure. 
- The force of the rebar is anchored to the structure with a bending 

link. 

3. Straight anchoring bolt  
ARJ-L-L1 

- The connecting structure requires a straight anchoring bolt. 
- The structure of the anchoring bolt is presented in Table 1. 

 

 
Figure 8. Anchoring bolt structure 
 
Table 2. Anchoring bolt dimensions 

Anchoring bolts Colour L2max L2min T M As B1 B2,2 D 

 code mm mm mm mm mm2 mm mm mm 

ARJ16A-L4, ARJ16R-L2-D Yellow 1065 240 16 M20 245 25 50/28 200 

ARJ20A-L4, ARJ20R-L2-D Blue 1345 240 20 M24 353 30 60/35 200 

ARJ25A-L4, ARJ25R-L2-D Black 1600 340 25 M30 561 35 70/40 300 

ARJ32A-L4, ARJ32R-L2-D Grey 2250 440 32 M39 976 45 90/55 400 

ARJ40A-L4, ARJ40R-L2-D Violet 3500 540 40 M48 1473 55 110/70 500  
Legend: L2max = Maximum length of standard coupler ARJ-L that can be bent with diameter D 
  L2min = Minimum length of standard coupler ARJ-L that can be bent with diameter D 
  L4 =  Order length of spacer from sleeve end. Plastic shield flange thickness 10 mm.   
  T  =  Rebar size 
  M, As =  Thread size and stress area 
  B1 = Bar thread length and free length of sleeve thread  

  B2,2 = Sleeve length and diameter 
  D = Bond bending mandrel diameter in the standard delivery  
  The colour code is indicated by the plastic sleeve or painted on the end of the thread. 

 
Order markings for anchoring bolts: 
ARJ-A-L4 The bar length must be mentioned in the order: L4=usually element thickness -20 mm. 

Order code, such as: ARJ32A-460. 

ARJ-R-L2-
D 

The bar dimensions must be mentioned in the order: L2 = horizontal bending length, D 
= bending mandrel’s standard diameter. Order code, such as ARJ32R-1230-D400. 

Surface treatment of anchoring bolts:   
ARJ-A, -R, -L Threaded bar and sleeve, no surface treatment Standard 

delivery 
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2.8 Machine and equipment foundation bolts 
 

The application products of the reinforcement coupler are used in cast-in-situ machine and 
equipment foundations to fix devices to the concrete foundation. The foundation bolts are 
supplied with a plastic shield for the threaded sleeve. The colour of the sleeve can be used for 
identification. Without the sleeve, the bolt can be identified by the painted colour code on the 
end of the sleeve. In cast-in-situ structures, the plastic shield is used for protection during 
casting. A separate coupler thread ARJ-K-L7 is supplied for the foundation bolt by order. 
Heavy-duty foundation bolts are presented in the following user manual: Foundation bolts. 

 

1. Short foundation bolt 
ARJ-LT 

- A short foundation bolt is placed in a low foundation fix the 
equipment to the foundation. 

2. Straight foundation bolt 
ARJ-R-L2 

- A straight foundation bolt is placed in a tall foundation. 
- The bolt structure and dimensions are specified in Table 1. 

3. Bent foundation bolt  
ARJ-R-L2-D 

- A bent foundation bolt is placed in a low foundation.  
- The bolt structure and dimensions are specified in Table 2. 

4. Threaded section  
ARJ-K-L7 

- Threaded bar to be installed in the coupler sleeve 
- The dimensions of the threaded section are presented in Table 4. 

 

 
Figure 9. Structure of foundation bolts 
 
Table 3. Dimensions of foundation bolts  

Foundation bolts Colour L L2 L7 T M As B1 B2,2 D 

 code mm mm mm mm mm mm2 mm mm mm 

ARJ16LT, ARJ16R-L2 Yellow 220 800 130 16 M20 245 25 50/30 36 

ARJ20LT, ARJ20R-L2 Blue 290 1000 150 20 M24 353 30 60/35 46 

ARJ25LT, ARJ25R-L2 Black 360 1200 160 25 M30 561 35 70/40 58 

ARJ32LT, ARJ32R-L2 Grey 500 1600 200 32 M39 976 40 80/55 73 

ARJ40LT, ARJ40R-L2 Violet 600 2000 250 40 M48 1567 60 120/75 100  
Legend: L  =  ARJ-LT bolt standard length  
  L2 = Standard length of ARJ-R-L2 straight bolt in equipment foundation  
  L7 = Standard length of bolt thread 
  T  =  Size of bolt bond 
  M, As =  Thread size and stress area 
  B1 = Bar thread length and free length of sleeve thread 

  B2,2 = Sleeve length and diameter 
  D =  Stud diameter 
  The colour code is indicated by the plastic sleeve or painted on the end of the thread.  

 
Order markings of foundation bolts:  
ARJ-K-L7 The bar length L7 must be mentioned in the order:  

Order code: Example: ARJ32K-300, material A2.  

ARJ-R-L2 The bar length must be mentioned in the order:  Example: ARJ20R-800  

Surface treatment and materials of foundation bolt: (Special washers: Included in the client’s order) 
ARJ-LT, -R Bolt and threaded sleeve, no surface treatment Delivery 

ARJ-K-L7 
 

Threaded bar.  Nuts  Washers.  
Bar 8.8 HDG. DIN 934-8 HDG.  DIN 125 140HV HDG 
Bar 8.8 A2.  DIN 934 A2.  DIN 125 A2 
Bar 8.8 A4.  DIN 934 A4.  DIN 125 A4 

 
Standard delivery 
Special order 
Special order 
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2.9 Tension bars  
 
Reinforcement coupler applications are used in the tension bar structures of steel frames.  The 
tension bars are supplied with a plastic shield for the threaded sleeve. The colour of the sleeve 
can be used for identification. Without the sleeve, the bar can be identified by the painted 
colour code on the end of the thread or sleeve. The tension bar line comprises three sections: 

1. Start bar ARJ-VA - The bar line begins with the ARJ-VA start bar. 
- The right end of the bar features a thread for the next bar. 
- This bar is used to extend a long bar line. 

2. End bar ARJ-VL - The bar line ends with the ARJ-VL end bar.  
- The bar has a coupler sleeve at both ends. 
- If the structure only features one tension bar, the tension bar is 

implemented with this end section.  

3. Threaded section 
ARJ-K-L7 at both 
ends. 

- The threaded section is connected to the sleeve at both ends of the bar.  
- The threaded section is used to adjust the length of the bar line and 

tighten it. 
- The threaded section and nuts to be connected to the tension bar are 

hot-dip galvanised. 

 

 
Figure 10. Tension bar structure 

  
Table 4. Tension bar dimensions 

Tension bars  Colour T M As B1 B2 2 
 code mm mm mm2 mm mm mm 

ARJ16VA-L5, ARJ16VL-L6, ARJ16K-L7 Yellow 16 M20 245 25 50 28 

ARJ20VA-L5, ARJ20VL-L6, ARJ20K-L7 Blue 20 M24 353 30 60 35 

ARJ25VA-L5, ARJ25VL-L6, ARJ25K-L7 Black 25 M30 561 35 70 40 

ARJ32VA-L5, ARJ32VL-L6, ARJ32K-L7 Grey 32 M39 976 45 90 55 

ARJ40VA-L5, ARJ40VL-L6, ARJ40K-L7 Violet 40 M48 1473 55 110 70  
Legend: L5, L6  = Order length of the bar line's start and end bar. 
  L7  =  Order length of threaded fastening bar.  
  T, B1 =  Bar size. Bar thread length and free length of sleeve thread 
  M, As = Thread size and stress area 

  B2,2 = Sleeve length and diameter  
  The colour code is indicated by the plastic sleeve or painted on the end of the sleeve. 

Order markings for the tension bar: 
ARJ-VA-L5,  
ARJ-VL-L6 

The bar length L5, L6 must be mentioned in the order.  
Example: ARJ32VA-8765  

ARJ-K-L7 The bar length L7 and material must be mentioned in the order: 
Example: ARJ32K-280, 8.8 HDG  

 
Surface treatment and materials of tension bar: (Special washers: Included in the client’s order) 
Painting 1. Paint combination No. A1.01 (SFS-EN-ISO 12944-5/A1.01 –A100) 

2. Paint combination No. A1,08 (SFS-EN-ISO 12944-5/A1.01 –E180) 
Standard delivery 
Special order 

Material 
- St 
- HDG 
- A2 
- A4 

Bar and threaded section  Nuts 2 pcs   Washers 2 pcs 
Bar 8.8 painting DIN 934-8 HDG. DIN125 140HV HDG 
Bar 8.8 HDG. DIN 934-8 HDG.  DIN125 140HV HDG 
Bar A2-70  DIN 934 A2-70. DIN125 A2-70 
Bar A4-70  DIN 934 A4-70. DIN125 A4-70 

 

Standard delivery 
Standard delivery 
Special order 
Special order   
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3 MANUFACTURING INFORMATION 

 
ANSTAR Oy has entered into a quality control agreement with KIWA Inspecta Oy regarding 
the manufacture of reinforcement couplers. Coupler manufacturing information:  

Manufacturing 
markings 
 

Coupler manufacturing markings: 
- ANSTAR Oy’s code and product type 
- Production batch markings for traceability.  
- Packaging: pallet    

Materials 
 

Manufacturing materials: 
- Rebar: SFS-EN 10080, SFS 1300, B500B 
- Threaded sleeve  

MoC 210M, 25CrMo 4 SFS-EN 10083-1  

Re min = 600 N/mm2 (d  40 mm) Rm = 800-950 N/mm2.  
Re min = 450 N/mm2 (d > 40 mm) Rm = 700-850 N/mm2.  

- Impact test temperature for the sleeve materials: –20 oC 
- Threaded bar 8.8. Nut DIN 934-8. Washer DIN 125 140HV 

Manufacturing 
method 

Coupler manufacture: 
- Couplers are manufactured according to the SFS-EN 1090-2 standard in 

execution class EXC2.  
By special order, the product can be manufactured in EXC3. [2] 

- Thread SFS-EN ISO 898-2, hot forming and rolling. 
- Dowel anchor, hot forming. 
- Manufacturing tolerances SFS-EN 1090-2:2018 [2]  

Surface treatment 
methods  
 

The surface treatment or materials of reinforcement coupler products and 
their connection pieces are presented in the dimension tables for each 
product group: 
- Reinforcement couplers:  Table 1. 
- Anchoring bolts: Table 2. 
- Foundation bolts: Table 3. 
- Tension bars: Table 4. 

Traceability Based on order number. 

Product approval 
and quality 
control 

Product quality control: Certificate 0416-CPR-7247-03.  
Product declaration: CE marking according to EN 1090-1. 
European Countries: Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Austria, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania. 

Additional information: www.anstar.fi/en. 

  
Foundation bolt and anchoring products manufactured by Anstar Oy:  

 

Table 5. Bolt manufacturing programme and user manuals  

 Bolts User manual Typical application 

1 ATP 
AHP 

 Rebar bolts - Foundation bolt connections in office, commercial and 
public buildings. Concrete and steel frames  

- Bolt connections of light industrial building foundations in 
concrete and steel frames 

- Light connections of machinery and equipment to concrete 

2 ALP-LC  
ALP-PC  
ALP-P2 
and S series  
with 
removable 
thread 

Foundation 
bolts 

- Heavy-duty foundation connections of industrial buildings. 
- Moment rigid beam-to-column connections 
- Foundation connections in shear walls 
- Heavy-duty column-to-foundation connections 
- Other heavy-duty bolt connections to concrete 
- Heavy-duty foundation bolts of machinery and equipment 

foundations 

3 ARJ Reinforcement 
coupler 

- Rebar reinforcement coupler to concrete structures 
- Anchoring bolts to reinforcement couplers 
- Light foundation bolts of machinery and equipment 

foundations 

http://www.anstar.fi/en
https://www.anstar.fi/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/ATP_AHP_Harjateräspultit_Käyttöohje_2018.pdf
https://www.anstar.fi/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/ALP-C_Peruspultit_Käyttöohje_2018.pdf
https://www.anstar.fi/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/ALP-C_Peruspultit_Käyttöohje_2018.pdf
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4 DESING CRITERIA 

4.1 Design and manufacturing standards 
 

1. Finnish standards 

SFS-EN 1991-1+NA Actions on structures. Part 1-1: General actions. [5] 

SFS-EN 1992-1+NA Design of concrete structures. Part 1-1: General rules and rules for 
buildings. [6] 

SFS-EN 1993-1-1+NA Design of steel structures. Part 1-1: General rules and rules for 
buildings. [7] 

SFS-EN 13670 Execution of concrete structures, execution class 2 or 3, [17] 

SFS 5975 Use of standard SFS-EN 13670 in Finland [20] 

 
2. Other countries in the European Standard area 

Basic Eurocode EN-1992-1:2004/AC:2010    

Sweden SS-EN 1992-1:2005/AC:2010+A1/2014 + EKS 11 

Germany DIN-EN 1992-1 +NA/2013-04 

 
3. Coupler manufacture 

ISO 15835-1:2018 Steels for reinforcement of concrete. Reinforcement couplers for 
mechanical splices of parts. Part 2: Test methods  

ISO 15835-2:2018 Steels for reinforcement of concrete. Reinforcement couplers for 
mechanical splices of parts. Part 1: requirements.  

SFS-EN 1090-2:2018 Execution of steel structures. Part 2: Technical requirements for steel 
structures. Execution classes EXC2 and EXC3. [2] 

4.2 Coupler resistance  

4.2.1 Axial force resistance of the reinforcement coupler 
 
 The design value of the Axial force resistance of a reinforcement coupler and its anchoring 

bolts is determined by the resistance of the rebar. Shear resistance has not been determined 
for the reinforcement coupler, and the structural solution must not be such that the structure 
imposes perpendicular shear force against the sleeve. 

1. NRd,1

  
Axial force resistance calculation value, ultimate limit state. SFS-EN1992-1, 
Annex A, Section A.2.1[6]. Concrete strength, anchoring bolts C30/37 grade 1. 

2. NRd,2

  
Axial force resistance calculation value, ultimate limit state. SFS-EN1992-1. 
Concrete strength, anchoring bolts min. C30/37 grade 2. 

3. NRd,a Axial force resistance calculation value, accident limit state. Resistances 
calculated according to SFS-EN 1992-1 with a material partial safety factor of 1.0. 

 
Table 6. Reinforcement coupler. Design value for tensile resistance, ultimate and accidental 
limit state 

Reinforcement coupler Ultimate limit state 
     NRd,1 [kN]         NRd,2 [kN                         

Accidental limit state 
NRd,a [kN] 

ARJ16R, -J, -L, -A, -R, -LT, -K 91.4 87.4 
136.5 
213.5 
349.6 
546.1 

100.5 
ARJ20R, -J, -L, -A, -R, -LT, -K 142.7 157.0 
ARJ25R, -J, -L, -A, -R, -LT, -K 223.2 245.5 
ARJ32R, -J, -L, -A, -R, -LT, -K 365.5 402.0 
ARJ40R, -J, -L, -A, -R, -LT, -K 570.9 628.0 
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4.2.2 Axial force resistance of tension bar 
 
 The design value for the tension bar's axial force resistance is determined by the condition 

min(rebar; thread area).  

1. NRd

  
Axial force resistance calculation value, ultimate limit state. SFS-EN1993-1. 
The thread design value NRd has been calculated according to Table 3.4 of 
SFS-EN1993-1-8[6]. 

2. NRd,a Axial force resistance calculation value, accident limit state. Values calculated 
according to SFS-EN 1993-1-8 with a material partial safety factor of 1.0. 

  
Table 7. Design value for tension bar’s Axial force resistance. 

Tension bar Ultimate limit state 
NRd [kN] 

Accidental limit state 
NRd,a [kN] 

ARJ16VA, -VL, -K 97.0 100.5 
ARJ20VA, -VL, -K 139.8 157.0 
ARJ25VA, -VL, -K 222.2 245.5 
ARJ32VA, -VL, -K 386.5 402.0 
ARJ40VA, -VL, -K 620.5 628.0 

Shear resistance has not been determined for the tension, and the structural solution must not 
be such that the coupler is subjected to perpendicular shear force against the sleeve.   

4.3 Coupler positioning in the structure 

4.3.1 Concrete strength and lap length 
 
Table 8 features calculations of the coupler bar’s minimum lap length in concrete when the 
bar’s Axial force dimension value is NRd,1. The table is used when determining the minimum 
lengths of the ARJ-L and ARJ-R couplers for varying concrete strengths and bonding 
conditions at the end of the bar line. 

1. Concrete 
strength 

- The table values have been calculated using two concrete grades. 
- EN 1992-1 grade 2. This is viable according to the Finnish national annex. 
- SFS-EN 1992-1, grade 1. SFS-EN 1992-1, Annex A, Section A.2.1.  

2. Adjustment of 
concrete 
strength 

- At other strengths, the values are adjusted according to the concrete 
tensile strength fctd ratio  
n2 = fctd Clask / fctd C25/30 or n2 = fctd Clask / fctd C45/35. 

3. Bonding 
condition η  

- The bonding condition in the table values is another condition, η=0,7.  
- If the condition is good η=1,0, the values are multiplied by 0.7. 

4. Lap joint 
coefficient α6  

- Lap joint coefficient α6 = 1,5.  
- If the coefficient is lower, the values are with the coefficient α6/1,5. 
- For bar T40, the additional instructions in EN 1992-1 for thick bars have 

been taken into account. 

5. Product (α1, α2, 
α3, α4, α5) ≥0,7 
(Table 8.2) 

- The tables have been calculated using the EN 1992-1, Table 8.1 
coefficient Product =0.7. 

- In the case of a deviating coefficient, the column Product=1.0 is used.  

 
Table 8. Reinforcement coupler’s minimum lap length l0 according to EN 1992-1 

Coupler lap length 
in concrete l0 

EN 1992-1 
C25/30 grade 2 

SFS-EN 1992-1 
C35/45 grade 1 

Lap joint coefficient α6 1.5 1.5 

Bonding condition η 0.7 0.7 

Product (α1, α2, α3, α4, α5) ≥0,7 0.7 1.0 0.7 1.0 

ARJ16 678 969 510 728 

ARJ20 848 1211 637 910 

ARJ25 1059 1513 797 1138 

ARJ32 1356 1937 1020 1457 

ARJ40 1842 2632 1385 1979 
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4.3.2 Minimum distances 
 

The minimum distances of the coupler bar and connection sleeve are specified for failure and 
fire scenarios. 

1. Minimum edge 
distance and 
concrete cover 
requirement 

- The standardised minimum edge distance for a concrete cover is 
observed with regard to the coupler. 

- The bar is usually behind a stirrup, in which case nominal concrete 
cover value Cnom is used for the stirrup. This ensures that the 
requirement is met at the position of the coupler sleeve. 

- If the stirrup size of the structure is T8–T12, the concrete cover 
requirement is met at the position of the sleeve.  For a T40 bar, 20 
mm must be added to the dimension. 

- In this case, stirrups are not installed at the position of the coupler 
sleeve. 

- Rebar T40 is usually positioned more towards the inside of the 
structure than the splitting design requires, which automatically 
ensures a sufficient protective concrete cover. 

- For the T40 rebar, the EN 1992-1 instructions on the use of thick 
bars are observed. 

2. Minimum 
centre 
distance 

- As regards the coupler, the standardised minimum centre distance 
for individual bars are to be observed. 

- Bundled bars are used according to the standards’ instructions for 
normal bars. 

3. Sleeve 
positioning 

- In individual parallel bar lines, sleeves are positioned in the same 
place. However, the requirement on casting clearance must be 
taken into account. 

- The sleeves are intermeshed in bundles. 

4. Fire design - In fire design, the requirement for a protective concrete layer is valid 
up to the outer surface of the sleeve. There must be no stirrup at the 
position of the sleeve. 

4.4 Coupler design instructions for the main structural designer  
 

The design conditions and standards to be observed in the design of reinforcement couplers: 

1. Design 
standards  

 

Coupler design. 
- Reinforcement coupler structures are designed according to the 

SFS-EN 1992-1 standard. 
- The coupler is designed based on the normal conditions for 

primary structure reinforcement. 
- Tension bar structures are designed according to the standards 

SFS-EN 1993-1-8. 

2. Erection stage  
 

- The coupler must not be subjected to significant bending stress 
during erection.  

- They must be avoided by ensuring that the bar is not subjected to 
bending by its own weight across a long bearing distance or that 
the bar does not support other reinforcement structures. 

- Casting pressure must not cause lateral bending stress on the bar. 

3. Ultimate 
limit state (ULS) 

If the coupler works in the ultimate limit state, the concrete cast has 
cured.  
- The connection’s resistances are calculated for the forces in an 

ultimate limit state.  

4. Fire scenario  The coupler connection's sleeve is to be designed to match the fire 
resistance class of the rest of the structure. 
- The coupler sleeve must have a sufficient concrete layer measured 

from the edge of the structure.  
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- This moves the bar to be extended slightly inwards in the structure 
since the requisite concrete layer for fire scenarios must reach the 
sleeve surface. 

- Tension bar structures must be protected externally, if the structure 
permits this. The bar is designed to class R15 unprotected. 

5. Dynamic and 
fatigue actions 

 

Forces including dynamic effects. 
- Loads including dynamic effects are taken into account according 

to SFS-EN 1990-1, Section 4.1.5, by multiplying the static specific 
loads by the corresponding dynamic enlargement factors. With the 
forces calculated in this way, the design is performed as a static 
state.  The loads must not be fatiguing.   

The coupler resistance values have not been specified for fatigue 
actions.  
- The coupler is not used in these types of structures. 

6. Earthquake  
 

Earthquakes are taken into account in the ultimate limit state 
calculation. 
- Design is performed according to SFS-EN 1991-1 in formulas for 

the load combination. [5] With the forces calculated in this way, the 
design is performed as a static state.  

- The couplers are designed for earthquakes only in countries that 
are suitable for this method (e.g. Finland) where the earthquake 
design is performed separately on a site-specific basis as a static 
design process, if so required.  

- The coupler is not used in structures located in areas that are 
highly susceptible to earthquakes.  

7. Accidental limit 
state (ALS) 

The anchoring bolts are designed for the accident limit state. 
- A design analysis for the accident limit state is performed for the 

coupler according to SFS-EN 1992-1, Section 2.4.2.4, by using the 
partial safety factors of materials in the accident limit state 
indicated in Table 2.1N of the standard to determine the resistance 
of the connection in exceptional states.  

- Design is necessary for determining the coupler’s failure tolerance 
in CC3 structures in accidental states according to RIL 201-4-2017  

- The partial safety factor level of the coupler materials in accidental 
states is concrete γc = 1.2 and sleeve and rebar steel γs = 1.0.  

8. Coupler 
at a low 
temperature 

- No separate operating temperature examination is necessary for 
the coupler. The low temperature design methods specified for 
rebar are followed. The impact strength of coupler sleeve is tested 
at –20 oC. 

9. Coupler’s 
supplementary 
reinforcement. 

 

The following is taken into account in the supplementary 
reinforcement of the coupler: 
- The structure is reinforced according to the normal reinforcement 

instructions in EN 1992-1. 
- No separate supplementary reinforcements are needed for the 

coupler. 
- For the T40 rebar, the standardised additional splitting design 

instructions for thick bars are observed. 

10. Coupler 
positioning 
and minimum 
distances  

- The couplers are positioned in the structure by applying the 
standard minimum distances specified in the applicable standards. 

- The distance requirements must be separately checked for 
protective concrete layers in failure and fire scenarios in 
accordance with Section 4.2.3 of this manual. 

11. Service life 
and durability 
of the coupler 

Service life and durability design for a coupler is performed according 
to SFS-EN 1992-1. 
-  The principles and recommended methods are presented in 

Section 5.3 of this manual. 
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5 DETAIL DESIGN  

5.1 Design stages and parties 
 
The reinforcement coupler is a product manufactured by Anstar whose final use must be 
designed by the structural designers of the concrete structures. This user manual has been 
designed for the detail design of reinforcement couplers. Moment rigid beam-to-column 
connections are designed using Anstar’s ACOLUMN software.  
 
The applications of the reinforcement couplers’ anchoring bolts and foundation bolts are 
designed with Anstar’s ASTEEL design software . The tension bar structure is designed 
according to standards SFS-EN 1993-1-1 and -8. Further instructions for using reinforcement 
coupler products are available from Anstar’s technical design department. anstar@anstar.fi. 

5.2 Product design  

5.2.1 Reinforcement coupler in a concrete structure 
 
A bar line with a coupler must be designed according to the instructions for normal 
reinforcement bars in the concrete standard SFS-EN 1992-1:  

1. Bar line design - A bar line is designed with sleeve joints according to the instructions for 
normal lap-jointed reinforcement in concrete standard EN 1992-1.  

- The sleeve replaces the normal lap joint. 
- The sleeves of bar lines can be in the same position. 
- Bar lines can be bundled, but the sleeve joints must be lapped. 
- The minimum distances and protective concrete layers for bar lines are 

specified in Section 4.2.3. 

2. Anchoring the 
end bar of a bar 
line 

- A bar line must be ended and anchored to a straight or bent bar. The 
line cannot be ended in a coupler sleeve, but a separate anchoring 
piece can be used if this suitable for the structure and is designed 
separately. Anchoring bolt ARJ-LT is also suited to serving as an 
anchoring piece. 

- A sleeve-jointed bar line cannot be extended with lap-jointed bars. 
- Sleeve-jointed bar bundles must be ended and anchored according to 

Section 8.9.2 of SFS-EN 1992-1.  

3. Transverse 
reinforcement in 
a lap-jointed area 

- Transverse reinforcement is used for bar lines and their applications 
according to Section 8.7.4 of EN 1992-1. 

- A sleeve joint does not require separate transverse reinforcement. 

4. Instructions for 
thick bars 

- As regards thick bars (T40), the instructions in Section 8.8 of EN 1992-1 
are observed. 

- A T40 bar line must be ended in an anchoring piece or splitting must be 
accounted for with sufficient splitting reinforcement. 

5. Supplementary 
reinforcement of 
couplers 

- Bar lines and their anchors do not require separate supplementary 
reinforcement.  

- As regards supplementary reinforcement in various situations, the 
instructions provided in the applicable standards must always be 
observed.  

 
Figure 11. Installation order and locking of a reinforcement coupler 

mailto:anstar@anstar.fi
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5.2.2 Anchoring bolts in a moment rigid beam-to-column connection 
 
The reinforcement coupling and its anchoring bolt applications are used for making moment 
rigid beam-to-column connection in concrete element frames.  

1. Designing a 
connection 

Design Instructions 
- The top surface of the beam features ARJ-L reinforcement coupler bars in 

the grouting bay. 
- In a two-sided moment rigid beam-to-column connections, the tensile 

forces of the beam's top surface are transferred through the column with 
anchoring bolt ARJ-A.  

- In a one-sided moment joint, the tensile forces of the beam’s top surface 
are anchored to column with a bent anchoring bolt ARJ-R. 

- The sleeves of bar lines can be in the same position. 
- A bar line is designed with sleeve joint according to the instructions for 

normal lap-jointed reinforcement in concrete standard EN 1992-1. 

2. Anchoring the 
main 
reinforcement of 
a bar line 

Bar line positioning 
- A bar line must be ended and anchored to a straight or bent bar. The line 

cannot be ended in a coupler sleeve, but a separate anchoring piece can 
be used if this suitable for the structure. 

- A sleeve-jointed bar line cannot be extended with lap-jointed bars. 
- Sleeve-jointed bar bundles must be ended and anchored according to 

Section 8.9.2 of SFS-EN 1992.1.1.  

3. User manual Additional instruction on the moment joint: Beam shoes user manual. 
Moment joints are designed with the ACOLUMN software. 

 

 
Figure 12. Reinforcement coupler and anchoring bolts. Moment rigid connection. 
 

 
Figure 13. Reinforcement coupler and anchoring bolts. Moment rigid connection.  
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5.2.3 Design of anchoring bolts in a concrete structure 
 

Bolt applications that are used as anchoring bolts have been made of the reinforcement 
coupler.  

1. Applications 
 

Anchoring bolt applications: 
- Anchoring bolts are used to fasten secondary steel structures to cast-in-situ 

or element structures. 
- They are used particularly when the bolts are required to have a detachable 

thread, the connecting structure will be installed later, and the bolt threads 
need to be protected. 

- Anchoring bolts are used when the corrosion conditions require the thread 
material to be more resistant. 

- The bolts transfer the entire tensile resistance of the rebar to the foundation. 

2. Design  
 

Anchoring bolts 
- Anchoring bolt joints are designed with the ASTEEL  design software using 

joint type no.1–4 and 6.  
- The forces from the structure or equipment to the base plate are entered in 

the software. Axial force, bending moments and shear forces. 
- The structure’s dimensions, concrete strengths and grouts are entered as 

initial data. 
- The type and position of the anchoring bolts and the base plate dimensions 

are entered as initial data. 
- The software calculates the bolt resistances in concrete and the stress and 

deformation of the base plate. 
- This results in strength calculations that comply with the European 

standards. 

3. Connections Connections 
- Anchoring bolts are manufactured according to SFS-EN 1090-2 in execution 

classes EXC2 and EXC3.   
- The tensile force of the bar line must be determined with a separate design 

software.  
- The connection with the anchoring bolt is made to the threaded sleeve in the 

concrete surface, which features the interior thread presented in Table 4 
according to bar size. 

- The design of the bar's fastening connection the building frame is the 
responsibility of the structural designer.  

4. Surface 
treatment 

Standard treatments: 
- The anchoring bolts and coupler sleeve are untreated. 
- The threaded bar, nuts and washers are hot-dip galvanised.  
- Austenitic threaded bars and nuts can be supplied by special order. 

 

 
Figure 14. Anchoring bolts in the foundation joints of a secondary steel structure 
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5.2.4 Design of foundation bolts 
 

Foundation bolt applications that are used in machine and equipment foundations have been 
made from the reinforcement coupler.  

1. Applications 
 

Foundation bolt applications: 
- Foundation bolts are used to fasten machines and equipment to cast-in-situ 

concrete foundations. 
- The bolt forms a threaded sleeve joint in the surface of the cast. 
- In the mounting of machines and equipment, the length of the threaded bar 

connecting to the sleeve and the material are adjusted according to the 
machine’s mounting flange and the grouting thickness.  

- The bolts are suitable for fastening secondary steel structures to concrete. 

2. Design  
 

Machine and equipment foundation 
- Foundation bolt connections designed with the ASTEEL  design software 

using joint type 5.  
- The forces from the structure or equipment to the mounting flange are entered 

in the software. Axial force Nd, bending moments Mxd, Myd and shearing forces 
Qxd, Qyd. 

- The foundation’s dimensions, concrete strengths, grouts thicknesses and 
materials are entered as initial data. The software utilises typical commercial 
grouts. 

- The type and position of the foundation bolts and the mounting flange 
dimensions are entered as initial data. 

- The software calculates the bolt resistances in concrete and the stress and 
deformation of the base plate. 

- The software calculates the supplementary reinforcement for the bolts. 
- This results in bolt strength calculations that comply with the European 

standards. 

3. Bolt types Bolt types used in the connection 
- The short bolt ARJ-LT is suitable for a low foundation. However, the bolt 

requires the foundation to be sufficiently wide for the upset head to function 
properly.  

- The long straight bolt ARJ-R is suitable for a foundation with enough height for 
the bolt bond. The bolt can be used very near the edge of the concrete 
structure, which means that the structure can be extremely narrow. 

- The long-bent bolt ARJ-R-L2-D is suitable for a low foundation with enough 
room to bend the bolts to the side. 

- The bolt can be used very near the edge of the concrete structure, which 
means that the structure can be extremely narrow since the bolt’s bonding 
section can be bent inside the foundation.  

4. Surface 
treatment 

Standard treatments: 
- The foundation bolts and coupler sleeve are untreated. 
- The threaded bar, nuts and washers are hot-dip galvanised.  
- Austenitic threaded bars and nuts can be supplied by special order. 

 

 
Figure 15. Installing a foundation bolt connection in an equipment foundation 
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5.2.5 Designing tension bar structures 
 

1. Applications 
 

Tension bar applications: 
- Trusses and tension flanges of the primary and secondary frame bracings 
- Suspending access and maintenance platforms from the building frame. 
- Suspending devices in industrial facilities. 

2. Design 
 

Tension bar line  
- Tension bars are designed according to SFS-EN 1993-1-1 and -8 to use the 

resistance values presented in Table 7. 
- Tension bars are manufactured according to SFS-EN 1090-2 in class EXC2. 
- The bar line's tensile force NEd must be determined with a separate software.  
- A long horizontal bar line is suspended from the overhead structure at approx. 

6 m intervals. Suspension with mechanical fastening. 
- Fasteners must not be welded to the bar and sleeve. 
- The length of the bar line is adjusted with a threaded bar in the anchoring end. 
- The design is conducted with accident limit state loads. 

3. Bar line 
assembly 
and 
connections 

Tension bar assembly 
- The sleeves in the exploded view of a tension bar in Figure 16 are supplied 

fastened and locked to the tension bar. They cannot be opened or removed. 
- The tension line is assembled by screwing the tension bar’s free thread all the 

way to the bottom of the sleeve, tensioning it and locking it in place by striking 
the thread to break it at the base of the sleeve.  

Connecting the tension bar to structures presented in Figure 16. 
- The design of the bar's fastening connection the building frame is the 

responsibility of the structural designer. 
Fixed joint 
- The threaded bar ARJ-K is screwed into the fixed joint end all the way to the 

bottom of the sleeve and locked in place.  
- The threaded bar is connected the structure and fastened against the sleeve. 

A washer is placed on both sides of the joint.  
Adjustable joint 
- The threaded bar ARJ-K is screwed into the adjustable joint end all the way to 

the bottom of the sleeve and locked in place.  
- The threaded bar is connected to the structure and fastened against two nuts. 

A washer is placed on both sides of the joint.  
- The bar line can be adjusted and tensioned to the desired tensile force with 

the joint of the adjustable end. The tension is determined by the designer.  

4. Surface 
treatment 

Standard surface treatments: 
- The bars can be delivered pre-painted by order. 
- The connecting parts and fastening screws are hot-dip galvanised. 
- In structures exposed to rain, the joint between the sleeve and bar must be 

protected with silicone prevent water from entering the sleeve. 

5. Fire 
protection 

Protection methods: 
- The tension bars must be safeguarded from fire with external mechanical 

protection, if the location requires the structure to feature fire protection. 
- The fastening joint must be similarly protected. 
- The structure can withstand conditions up to fire class R15 unprotected. 

 
Figure 16. Exploded view and installation principle of the tension bar structure.  
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5.3 Service life design of the coupler  
   

1. Instructions to be followed 

1. Reinforcement 
couplers and 
anchoring bolts 
in concrete 
structures 

Review of the foundations and grouting. 
- The service life and durability design for the bolt connection is made 

according to [6]. 
- The analysis is performed separately for the bolt’s thread at the grouting 

and for the bolt’s bonds in the foundations. 
- Service life and durability design for a reinforcement coupler is 

performed according to SFS-EN 1992-1, [6] Section 4. In addition, the 
instructions in the SFS-EN 13670 [17] standard. For element structures, 
the SFS-EN 13369:2018 [19] standard are applied. 

2. Tension bars Review of the bolt’s nut and thread. 
- For surface treatment of the visible steel parts of the bolt, the 

instructions in SFS-EN 12944-2 [12] are to be followed . 
- The atmospheric corrosivity category according to the threaded bar and 

SFS-EN 12944-2 and its requirements are taken into account in the 
surface treatment of the visible base plate of the steel column. 

 
2. Recommended surface treatment methods 

1. Bar of the 
reinforcement 
coupler and 
anchoring bolt and 
the concrete cover. 

- The protection of the reinforcement coupler and anchoring bolts is 
the concrete cover’s nominal value Cnom according to the exposure. 

- The anchoring bolt sleeve is placed inside the grouting. 
- In structures exposed to chlorides or chemical stress, the couplers 

are placed more inward. 

2. Threaded bar, nuts 
and washers of the 
anchoring bolts 

- The threaded bar, nuts and washers of the anchoring bolts must be 
at least hot-dip galvanised.  

- The galvanisation of the threaded bar protects the anchoring bolt’s 
sleeve thread. 

3. Foundation bolts 
and their threaded 
bar, nuts and 
washers 

- The foundation bolts are cast in concrete. 
- The coupler sleeve must be at least protected by sufficient grouting. 
- The threaded bar and nuts for the equipment mounting are selected 

according to the corrosion conditions. 

4. Tension bars and 
their coupler sleeves 

- The surface treatment for the tension bars is paint.  
- The sleeve thread of a long bar line must be protected against 

moisture in structures exposed to rain. The method of protection 
must be specified on a project-specific basis. 

- Threaded bar, nuts or washers. Treatment is hot-dip galvanisation. 

Table 9 shows the nominal value Cnom required for the reinforcement coupler's concrete cover 
by exposure class according to minimum value Cmin,cur. The nominal value for the concrete 
cover is Cnom = Cmin,cur + ΔCdev (=5 mm).  The concrete cover must extend to the surface of the 
sleeve. The table also shows the recommended surface treatment methods for the coupler 
and anchoring bolt thread in various exposure classes. 

 
Table 9. Required nominal value Cnom for the concrete cover and surface treatment. 

Exposure 
class SFS-
EN 1992-1 

50-year 
service life 

Cnom +T10 

mm 

100-year 
service life 

Cnom +T10 

mm 

Surface treatment options for products 

Protection of the 
reinforcement coupler 
and anchoring bolts. 

Surface treatment or material 
of the connection’s threaded 
bolts, nuts washers 

X0 20 35 Sufficient concrete cover Concrete cover or hot-dip galv.  

XC1 25 40 Sufficient concrete cover Concrete cover or hot-dip galv. 

XC2 35 45 Sufficient concrete cover Concrete cover or hot-dip galv. 

XC3–XC4 40 50 Sufficient concrete cover Concrete cover or hot-dip galv. 

XS1–XD1  45 55 Sufficient concrete cover 1.4301 or 1.4401 

XD2 50 60 Sufficient concrete cover 1.4301 or 1.4401 

XD3 55 65 Sufficient concrete cover 1.4301 or 1.4401 

XS2–XS3 
XA1–XA3 
XF1–XF4 

– – 
The coupler is used based on a site-specific special analysis. 
The nominal value for the concrete cover of the coupler sleeve 
and bonds is specified according to the site requirements. 
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6 SITE INSTALLATION  

6.1 Standards and plans to be followed during installation 
 
The following standards, instructions and project-specific structural plans are to be followed 
when installing the couplers. 

1. Implementation 
breakdown 
Quality plan 

- Installation plan prepared by the contractor. 
- Concrete structure implementation breakdowns prepared for the project. 
- Quality inspection plan prepared for the project and site. 

2. Drawings - Work and installation drawing prepared by the structural designer.  
- Structure sections and installation details prepared by the frame designer.  

3. Installation 
instructions 

- User manual for ARJ shoes, whose sections 6, 7 and 8 apply to the on-
site installation of the reinforcement coupler. [22]  

6.2 Delivery, storage and identification 
 

The couplers are delivered on a pallet. Longer-term storage protected from rain. The coupler 
type and size can be identified as follows: 
The pallet is equipped with identifying information and each coupler features a colour-coded plastic 
shield.  
The couplers have an identifier: 
- The coupler size is identified based on the colour coding of the plastic shield.  
- Without the sleeve, the products can be identified by the painted colour code on the end of the 

thread. 
- The colour codes are presented in tables 1–4.  

6.3 Reinforcement coupler installation in formwork 
 
The couplers are assembled to form a bar line and complete reinforcement, which is then lifted 
into the formwork.   

1. Start - The installation begins screwing the ARJ-J spacer to the ARJ-R bar's 
sleeve. 

- The joint is tightened and locked. 

2. Spacer bar - The spacer ARJ-J is inserted into the bar sleeve.  Tighten and lock. 

3. End bar - The bar line ends with this bar. 

4. Tighten and 
lock 

- The bar is screwed into the sleeve to tighten it against the end of the 
previous bar.  

- This must be checked at the end of the sleeve. 
- The tightening torque for the bar is M=100 Nm.  
- The bar is locked in place by striking the thread at the base of the sleeve to 

break it. 

6.4 Corrective measures allowed for the products on site 
 

The structures of the coupler must not be modified without the designer’s and/or bolt 
manufacturer’s permission. The following measures are allowed on the installation site. A non-
conformity report must be prepared for each change, and the changes must be documented in 
the project’s quality documentation. 

1. Allowable 
corrective 
measure 

 

- If required due to limited space, the rebar bond of the coupler can be bent on 
site. However, the bend must not reach the coupler sleeve’s threaded 
section. 

- However, approval for the bending must be obtained from the structural 
designer. 

- Other reinforcements may be welded to the coupler bond, if spot welds are 
used and the only purpose is to temporarily fasten the reinforcement to the 
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formwork during the installation.  
- Load-bearing joints must not be welded to the coupler’s bond. 

- If necessary, the position of the reinforcement couplers in the structure can 
be changed. However, the change must be approved by the structural 
designer. For example, it is possible to reverse the coupler line’s mounting 
direction. 

 
 
The following corrective measures are not allowed. Changes require a separate non-
conformity plan and the designer’s or coupler manufacturer’s approval.  

2. Non-
allowable 
corrective 
measure 

 

- The coupler’s threaded section must not be bent or heated. 
- A damaged thread must not be modified to make it easier to install. The bar 

must be replaced with a new one. 

- No fasteners must be welded in the coupler sleeve or thread section, not 
even spot welds for installation and other structures that transfer forces. 

- The coupler and its bonds must not be cut and welded to a new location. 

- The coupler sleeve or its bonds must not be welded to anything other than 
the steel structure. 

- The coupler sleeve may not be replaced with another product. 

- Once the coupler bar has been tightened into the coupler sleeve, the marking 
paint of the bar thread must extend to the surface of the sleeve. It must not 
fall short. 

- If the thread dimension is lower, a non-conformity report must be prepared 
and corrective measures approved by the structural designer. 

7 SAFETY MEASURES 

7.1 Information for preparing work safety instructions for the site 
 

Appointed by the developer, the project’s work safety coordinator is responsible for ensuring 
work safety during the building work. When preparing work safety instructions for the project, 
the following must be taken into account in coupler joint installations: 
 

1. Installation - The installation of the reinforcement coupler line must comply with the working 
order in the  contractor’s installation plan and the instructions of the designer. 

- The coupler bar must be tightened and locked to the sleeve. 
- The reinforcement coupler must not be loaded in ways and with loads 

deviating from the plan. 

 

2. Stability - The frame stability under exceptional natural loads must be ensured at the end 
of the shift. 

- The overall stability of a partially installed frame must be ensured. 
- In using the coupler's application products, the additional requirements for 

stability during construction, as specified in the products’ instructions of use, 
must be determined.  

 

3. Structure 
 

- The time at which the reinforcement coupler products are to be grouted must 
be specified in the installation plan. 

- Installation of the upper frame must not be continued before the grout has 
hardened. 

- The grouting concrete is part of the load-bearing structure of the connection, 
so the materials and work methods must be selected such that the grout 
cannot freeze. 
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7.2 Product commissioning during construction 
 

The reinforcement coupler products are in working order once the concrete structure has 
cured. Normal instructions on installation and failure resistances for concrete structures must 
be observed. As regards special applications of the reinforcement coupler, the 
recommendations in corresponding Anstar user instructions must be followed.  
 
If the product structure includes grouting, the timing of the grouting must be specified in the 
installation plan and the time limit must not be exceeded. 

8 INSTALLATION QUALITY CONTROL 

8.1 Instructions for monitoring product installations 
 
Installation quality control for the products is carried out in accordance with the quality control 
plan prepared for the project and site. For concrete structures, the requirements of standard 
SFS-EN 13670 are to be observed, whereas for steel frame tension bars, the instructions in 
SFS-EN 1090-2 and the implementation breakdown must be followed. 
 
An inspection report is prepared for the product quality control and dimensional inspections 
and saved in the project’s quality documentation. Inspections to be performed on the coupler 
and its application products: 

1. Before 
coupler 
installation 

- Ensure that the couplers are not damaged. 
- Follow the installation plan regarding the installation order. 
- Check the coupler positions. 

2. After coupler 
installation, 
before 
grouting 

- Check that the couplers have been installed according to the plans. 
- Ensure that the couplers are tightened to the required torque. 
- Ensure that the coupler thread is locked. 

- Ensure that the strength of the grouting concrete is in accordance with the 
plans.   

3. After 
grouting the 
connection 

- Check that the grouting has been made appropriately and with the concrete 
strength according to the plans. 

- Ensure that the grouting of the connection meets the fire protection 
requirements for the connection. 

4. Deviations If the contractor deviates from the approved plans and documents in any of the 
following tasks: 
- implementation of the installation, materials, lifting and moving procedures, 

and quality control 
- required inspections and their documentation, 
the contractor is obliged to start documenting the non-conformity upon 
observing the deviation from the plan and to have the client approve the 
resulting measures.  
Non-conformity reports are saved in the project’s quality documentation. 

8.2 Final documentation of installation quality control 
 

When the job has been accepted, the contractor is required to provide the client with the 
inspection and quality control documentation created during manufacture. 

1. Readiness 
inspection 
records 

- Inspection record for coupler installation. 
- Record of grouting readiness inspections. 

2. Non-conformity 
reports 

- Any non-conformity reports prepared during the coupler installation are 
handed over. 

3. Product approval 
as-built 

- CE marking certificates or corresponding product approval information 
for materials purchased for the site. 

- As-built documentation for changes made to the structure. 
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